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Clay is a responsive material...'everytime you touch clay it changes'. Created by geologic time, it 
truly is a historical material. As a young boy I spent time on my grandfathers farm in 
Wyoming, where he maintained 200 acres of some very bleak looking land. When you are 
young, old objects seem ancient and rituals, skills or activities appear monumental. My 
grandfather stored his tools and equipment in old railroad cars. These storage units were filled 
with steel buckets filled with steel parts, rusty unknown parts. Smaller containers held old 
nails, screws, a potpourri of rusty hardware. For me, entering one of the train cars was 
magical, exciting and scary. The giant, heavy door was slid open, a cat would usually jump 
out of the slightly open door, being freed from the dark, rusty container. The light would slowly 
penetrate the interior, and a dancing pattern of dust particles merged with the geometric 
shape created by the exterior light pushing inward. 
 
Even then, as I peered into the unknown environment of these railroad car storage units, I 
pondered the thought that all these objects, all these strange, old, rusty objects...once upon a 
time they were new. Their existence told a story, or at least I thought so. In a manner, visiting 
my grandfathers farm was my first aesthetic experience. Through routine, and time, objects 
(oil cans, scoops, tools, rope....ect.) found their place in nooks, and nitches, and it all 
appeared to me as being exact, perfect, and fully considered. 
 
Is it possible the responsive days of youth, similar to clay, pushed and manipulated my 
approaches to making visual decisions today? My passion is to make. Clay is most often the 
material of choice, as I like it's history, poetry and irony. We strive to take a soft, pliable 
material...to shape into something beautiful? To make it durable, or perminant, we use wood, 
or gas to ignite an environment. Once removed from a kiln (similar in shape to an old boxcar) 
the objects created appear new, complete, or sustainable. But, are they? 
 
I enjoy using hand-made pottery on a daily basis. Cups, bowls, vases that I collected, allow 
the mundane (pouring coffee, or tea) to be filled with narrative, and context. Pottery is tactile, 
and sensuous, and I strive to give each piece that I make a considered reality. This 
exploration involves a focus to the function, but also a focus to the characteristics of clay and 
glaze. I choose my materials, (iron rich clay, to reference specific locations that I lived. also, 
wood ash, collected, and used for a variety of glazes). However, not all pieces are intended to 
be functional, but expressions of utility, time, mark-making and playfulness. Similar to the old, 
rusty pails in my grandfather's rail cars, with scrapes, punctures, and unreadable labels; I 
work to build a history, a beginning, a newness, an oldness, a everything is in its place, and 
their are no cats.:) 


